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2Watt’s up
CFI’s newsletter

Introduction
I always have great difficulty in
starting my newsletter articles, but
once I review the events of the
previous season things start to flow
quickly.

And what a season 2022 was, with a
record number of cross-country flights
and distances, and cloud bases of
10,000ft at times, it will surely go down
as one of the best gliding years on
record.

For Lasham it was the season were we
finally shock of the COVID restrictions

and got back to an almost normal level of activity. Let’s hope that
2023 lives up to the expectation.

On a personal note, I missed large part of the previous season due
to illness, and hopefully that is behind me now. As a result, we will
be playing catch up with instructor and examiner training during the
first part of the season and after that I am hoping to do more solo
flying, so if you see me at the launch-point in a single seater, please
remember its probably my day off and I am going off to enjoy some
cross-country flying.

Spring refresher packages
As with the previous couple of years refresher packages, there are
two options available so that you can tailor it to which ever launch
method you use. It’s a great opportunity to practice things like
aerotow launch failures and field landings.

Option 1
The aerotow and Falke package. This is aimed at pilots who only
aerotow, and will consist of a 4,000ft aerotow for general handling,
stalling, spinning and a Falke session for field landing revision.

Option 2
This package will also have the Falke and aerotow option, as well as
three winch launches of which two will be launch failures. The winching
element of the refresher package will also include the safe winching
briefing, and if the instructor is not happy that the right level of
competency has been achieved, he will then recommend further
training is carried out.

The price for each refresher package will be:
Option 1  £100.
Option 2  £120.

The refresher package will start on Monday 27 February and will run
until the 30 April. You will need to pre-register with the office before
starting the package, otherwise you may find that you are charged
the full price for the flights.

What’s new for 2023

New Falke engine.
The Lasham Falke arrived on the airfield in late 2003, and since that
time it has clocked up over 7,300hr of flying. I remember flying it for
the first time when the airframe tacho registered just 18hr. 20 years
later my logbook shows that I have done around 1,000hr  flying in it.

The current engine was just short of its mandated life and it was clear
that it was not performing well, so we took the decision to fit the new
engine and also replace a number of other components that were
showing signs of old age. Hopefully this will allow the aircraft to
continue for a further 2,000hr before we have to contemplate another
new engine and potentially a complete recover.



New ASK 21B
Our fleet planning
originally envisaged that
we would be purchasing
a new ASK 21 every two
years until we reached a
total of seven on the
fleet. As you know most
plans don’t survive first
contact with the enemy,
and in this instance, it
was COVID.

Hopefully things are now
back on track, and we
are expecting to take

delivery of the next ASK 21B towards the middle of the season. The
glider has already been registered with the CAA and will have the
comp number “773” on the fin. As you know we have painted all of
the K21’s in different colours, so that you can tell them apart, and all
I will say on the colour scheme for the new one is that its not green!
(Sorry Gordon)

What’s happening in 2023
There’s always a lot going on during the season and barely a week
goes by without some event taking place. Below are the headline
events at Lasham.

Advanced courses
Going solo is just the first step on the path to becoming a qualified
glider pilot, and at Lasham we realise that people need help and
encouragement at this early stage of their flying to gain the ratings,
qualifications and experience beyond solo.
This is where our advanced courses come in, as they start at the solo
to bronze level, and cater for all aspects of training up to and including
cross-country and competition training.

All the information about the course dates is on our website at
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0118/6842/files/2023_year_plann
er.pdf?v=1673705225
If you want to have a chat about which course is right for you then
come and find me, or to book your place ,just give the office a call.

Once again, we will be running our popular Advance Cross-Country
course and I know that in previous years it has booked up quickly, so
I suggest you check the date and call the office to book your place.

Two-seater cross-country training
This year we are planning to reintroduce the weekend cross-country
training and it will be organised through the bookable compass
system. From May until the end of August the Lasham Duo Discus XLT
will be allocated to the weekend Compass list, and experienced
cross-country pilots will act as P1 to show people how it’s done. Once
we have worked out how to effectively set this up on the new online
system, we will send out a message to all members.

Midweek cross-country training is arranged through the flying staff,
so if the weather looks good and you fancy doing some cross-country
training during the week in a Duo Discus XLT, give us a call and we
will try to arrange it.

Expeditions.
As advertised in my previous rising air article at the end of last year,
we intend to run an end of season wave expedition to Aboyne. This
trip has now been scheduled in with the Deeside Gliding Club for the
first three weeks in October 2023.

The initial plan will revolve around having the Duo Discus, a K21 and
a single-seat Discus based at the airfield for the three-week period,
and two instructors rostered on each week to fly with members and
supervise solo flying.
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New engine for the Falke
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The expedition is open to all club members and currently it is planned
to run it along the same lines as the Denbigh expedition, with the
members paying an expedition fee to cover the transport of the gliders
and the instructor accommodation. All they will then need to do is find
their own accommodation for the week.

The list for the expedition will go live on Saturday 18 March. More
comprehensive details will be sent to members nearer to the time.

Safety reporting system.
It’s been just over a year since we launched the online safety reporting
system, and in that time both club members and the flying staff have
submitted a little over 80 reports.

Some of the reports relate to flying issues and competency in the air
and are often resolved with a polite chat or
an occasional retraining session. Others are
often related to procedures that have either
failed, or for whatever reason are being
short-circuited. This is often dealt with
through an email to the relevant group of
people reminding them about the correct
way of doing things.

The reports that we are really interested in
are those that show trends that are starting
to develop, and if they are not corrected
could lead to a serious incident.

One example of this was a series of reports
about worn, damaged or failed aerotow ropes. It didn’t take long to
work out that during the 2021/22 winter operation we had done a lot
of aerotowing from the main runway, and with the tugs landing back
on the runway the ropes were wearing very quickly. The fix was in
two parts, with the first being a replacement of all the existing ropes

with a more heavy duty item, and then coating the glider end with an
anti-wear solution that is used in industry.

You will also notice that the ropes have
a coloured tag at the tow plane end,
and this signifies when the rope went
into service. This is so we can ensure
that the ropes don’t exceed their
planned service life of two years.

On a final note, we do look at all of the
reports and once the assessment or
investigation has been done, we try to
follow up with the person who has
submitted the report, so that they
know that there has been a conclusion
reached or action taken.

Please go easy on the club kit
The winter is a time when we rectify all of the issues and minor
damage that the club gliders have sustained during the season. It’s
also a chance to look back at why some of this work is being carried
out on the club gliders and try to think of different ways that we can
prevent these this happening again. So here are my top three things
to avoid annoying damage.

1) Not putting your arm through the DV panel to release
the tow rope from the Gator. Hopefully the yellow sticker is
a big enough deterrent. Replacing a canopy due to mis-
handling is an expensive process and over the winter we have
replaced two canopies on the single-seaters at a cost of around
£8000.

2) Not using the correct procedure for opening and closing
canopies and occasionally letting them slam shut. This hap-
pened a few weeks ago on a K21, and I heard the bang from
30ft away. As you can see from the photo, we have fitted the
K21’s canopies with handles to try and stop this happening.
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The cover photo is of Lake Keepit Airfield by Jill Atkinson

3) K21 tail-wheels I have lost
count of the number we de-
stroyed last year, but I would
guess it was over a dozen (that’s
12 in metric). Hopefully the solu-
tion to this one is simply to en-
sure that at the Daily Inspection
the tail-wheel is fully inflated to
40psi, and also when landing
make sure that you do a fully
held off landing and then keep
the elevator on the back stop
until the glider comes to rest.

All that remains is for me to wish
everyone a fun and safe flying
season in 2023.

CFI Lasham Gliding Society

The cover photo is of Lake Keepit Airfield by Jill Atkinson
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Don’t put an arm through the DV

Since the AGM is still a few weeks away, you might be interested in
a few statistics from our year 202/1/22.

Quite a change after Covid
JMc

Year end Last year’s
number number

Full Flying 491 458
Midweek Senior 64 73
Under 26 70 54
Under 21 47 43
Under 18 51 31
Overseas 13 13
Social 114 108
Family
Guests
Temporaries
Entrance Fee
Life 2 2
Tug Pilot Levy
TOTAL 852 782

2021/22 2020/21
Winch launches 13073 8331
Aerotow 7029 6371
Falke 410 437

Private gliders 226 233



6Vintage news
by Glyn Bradney

Here we are at the end of February as I start writing this and
hopefully Spring is just around the corner with its promise of
warmer weather - even nicely soarable perchance!

I’m mindful that certain tabloid newspapers and a couple of so called
met forecasters via the web have been bombarding us for weeks with
dire sensationalist tales of the “Beast from the East” turning us back
to snow, even at Lasham, and a prolonged spell of sub-zero
temperatures.

Well so far it hasn’t happened and the steady “conservative” Met Office
has proved correct. Fingers crossed that the “Beast” is held at bay,
but if it does sadly make an appearance the GHC has its very well
equipped, very well insulated, and heated workshop to which to retreat!

The workshop

For the last five months this is where our main activity has centred.
If you want to come across and have a look and say hello then usually

it’s always open on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Sundays with a good
presence. Apart from Mondays it’s usually open on the other days as
well.

Work has progressed on the Schweizer TG3 to the point it’s now rigged
in our second hangar. It’s ready to fly and we’re awaiting the OK from
the BGA technical committee to do this.

Fingers crossed this will be coming and that she’ll get a full CofA rather
than a Permit to Fly. Not the easiest decision for the BGA as no glider
of this type has ever flown before in the UK – 113 built, quite a few
in US museums, but only one other currently airworthy, at the WAAAM
museum in Oregon.

The TG3 is attracting media interest. Warbird Workshop are interested
in producing a programme on it and have already made one filming
visit when it was in the workshop. We very much hope they’ll come
back for when she flies again – a BIG day!

The 1942 Schweizer TG3 – Second World War glider used by the
USAAF for the initial training of WACO CG-4a combat glider pilots.

The 1944 Swiss Spalinger S21h, we believeit last flew in the early
1960s



Now back in the Chris Wills hangar. The Spalinger is pretty well the
same situation as the TG3, awaiting the BGA decision on it flying. We
suspect the glider will only be given a Permit to Fly and likely for a P1
only.

Mind you anyone in the back seat can hardly see anything anyway!
The silver wrapping you see just forward of the elevator in the picture
above is for the construction of a tail dolly, a task Mark Benham has
taken on.

The Bolkow Phoebus 17c was Surrey & Hants “265” back in the
early 1970s. We hope to get her flying again in 2023 (last flew 2011)
though it’s not a top priority.

Flying
Not surprisingly not a lot over the winter, our first significant amount
of flying was done on Sunday 5 February when our Steinadler took to
the skies again, the first time since August 2019.

Flying week
There are various events that we’re pretty certain will go ahead, likely
to be others. The first is tflying week scheduled for Saturday 20 May
– Friday 26 May (Three classes of National start on Sat 27 May). Full
details will be announced in the GHC Spring Newsletter which should
be going out towards the end of March.

50th Vintage Glider Club rally
This is the big event for the year for vintage gliding and is being held
at Aston Down airfield from Saturday Jul 29 to Sunday 6 Aug, preceded
by the Rendezvous meeting at nearby Nympsfield, 22 – 28 July. The
GHC will certainly be at Aston Down and no doubt supported by other
privately owned vintage gliders based at Lasham.
What gliders shall we take? Well we’d love to take the TG3, BUT that’s
dependent firstly on the BGA giving it a full CofA and secondly there
being a powerful enough tug to launch it – it’s aerotow only, and at
Lasham we think it’s going to need the Pawnee.

If those two conditions are met, then I’m sure there will be a very
long queue of people wanting to fly it, as they’d love to have a WW2
glider in their logbook where the actual glider was unquestionably
used to train USAAF combat glider pilots.
.
Blackbushe Air Day
Saturday 3 June. Along with the LGS we expect to be supporting this.

New gliders
Last one was the TG3 from the Imperial War Museum, Duxford. The
GHC gets offered two to three gliders every month for free. The norm
is we refuse them with thanks as

a.) We don’t see them as particularly interesting
b.) We’ve already got an example in good condition and no need for
two.

7Vintage news
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There’s another problem at the moment. Unless the glider has a trailer
in good condition,  we just have nowhere to store new gliders. If we
were offered a glider at the top of our “Wanted” list, eg a Slingsby
Kite 1 or an EoN Olympia 419, then I’m sure we’d find a way, but
otherwise it’s a “Thanks, but No, sorry”.

Website
The new website should be released shortly. The original dates from
2013 and is now technologically well out-of-date. The old web-site
also hadn’t been updated for quite a while which is somewhat of a
blackspot for the GHC.

I expect that the new website will appear sometime in March but it
won’t be the finished article, still a lot of work to do. It should be much
more “mobile friendly”.

The GHC is a member of MAHN (Military Aviation Heritage Network),
a very large organisation indeed. (Just do a Google on MAHN). Very
recently I represented the GHC at a 11 Group meeting at Farnborough.
Stats were presented that clearly showed that over recent years
there’s been a very significant swing from using PCs to mobiles in
connecting to the MAHN website. I am pretty sure that is a general
trend.

2nd hangar extension
This is our next major project, our fourth, but remains on hold.

G�y� Bra���y
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Your advert here
There is no fee to advertise your gliding

services to members here



9An alternative to winter
by Andy Aveling

Most of my working life was spent in the travel and tourism
industry. Which meant that, from my perspective, I rarely had
to contemplate dealing with a UK winter. So, when I retired,
a new game plan was required.

Naturally, my thoughts turned to the prospect of life south of the
equator. I already had “form” in this regard. Regular visits to Namibia
in the depth of the UK winter had given me a glimpse of what could
be achieved. Extending my stay here with non-gliding activities was
an obvious choice. However, there’s only so much time I can stand
on terra firma before getting itchy feet. Fortunately, some additional
gliding opportunities in Australia presented themselves and so a plan
was hatched.

For me, last summer was extraordinary from several perspectives.
More consecutive flying days than I could remember, longer flights
and very predictable weather led to a logbook packed full of flights
and some great memories. With this behind me, in late September I
left the UK for Australia.

Welcome La Nina! The last time I’d been in this region, life had been
dominated by an unfettered drought, bush fires of biblical proportions
and the stench of death. Now, I was forced to download the “Floods
near me” app and pay attention to conditions on the ground. Not only
that, but the long-suffering air-conditioning unit was running in
reverse heat mode. It was cold.

However, the early spring weather did provide some stunning soaring
opportunities. The main issue was the lack of out landing options.
Assuming one could find a paddock that wasn’t a mud bath, the
chances of a successful retrieve were minimal. There were just too
many roads under water.

Lake Keepit airfield became an island on several occasions. At one
point, there was the realisation that the Eurofox tow-plane may have
to be pressed into service to collect the groceries. Fortunately, by
mid-November, the weather started to play ball. Locally, the ground
dried out. But those unfortunate enough to live further downstream
in the Murray/Darling River drainage system, were faced with the
prospect of a very flooded Christmas.

By early December, the weather really got going. Not the classic high
cloud-bases and big climbs, but days that started early and finished
late, allowing for a long soaring window. This facilitated a couple of
long-range flights in both the Duo and the Arcus, setting me up nicely
for the upcoming move to Namibia.

Christmas was spent socialising in Benalla with friends from both
Australia and the U.K. A bit of instructing, but no cross country. Then,
late December, the long trip to Namibia via the Middle East.

A wet Australia



Arriving in Windhoek at the end of the year is like arriving on the set
of some Hollywood disaster movie. All the infrastructure of a small
city, but no inhabitants. Just tumbleweed. They’d all gone to
Swakopmund on the Skeleton Coast for the traditional Christmas
break.

It was quite normal to walk down the middle of the busiest street,
Robert Mugabe Avenue, with not a car in sight. Fortunately, Andy’s
bar (no family connection) still served cold Hansa beer and a schnitzel
the size of a dinner plate. All was not lost.

Gliding began on schedule to encompass the last of the old year and
the first of the new one. We weren’t disappointed. Yet the weather
wasn’t classic. But, as in Australia, the days started earlier than
normal. Which again, provided for a long soaring window. Thank you,
La Nina.

Like figures? Here’s a few to digest:
�  14 out of 15 is the number of days flown versus days the
glider was booked. The “off day” was a 700km day. We chose
to visit friends at another site.
�  13,675 km covered in those 14 flights.
�  110 hours flown in the 14 flights.
� Longest distance was over 1300km including a night landing
with much angst among the locals

I think you get the idea. Not a cheap holiday, but about as good as it
gets with your clothes on!

So, how to recover from that? For my colleagues, a gentle drive
through the Kalahari bush, the Namib Desert and Damaraland whilst
staying in top class lodges. For me? A quick trip to Swakopmund on
the Welwitschia shuttle bus. Then two weeks of “rough camping” in

An alternative to winter
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Armageddon!



North West Namibia. Why? I wanted to “give back” a little and the
EHRA (Elephant Human Relations Aid) sounded a noble project.

Essentially, a week of building infrastructure projects in remote
locations. This in support of both the desert elephants and the local
communities in their respective thirst for water. Then a week of

tracking and cataloguing
the elephants, along
with the odd black rhino,
giraffe and other local
wildlife.

All while sleeping under
the stars with minimal
supplies. For example,
fresh water was limited
to 4 litres per day for
each person. Which
meant the Western
vision of personal
hygiene was stretched.

Cooking, heating and protection from night time predators was
provided by a camp fire. My group ranged in age from 18 years to
mid 60’s. English, German and Swiss, along with Polish and American.
Quite a mix, but it appeared to work just fine. Waking up in the early
hours, the view of the galaxy from my sleeping bag was truly
humbling.

I was profoundly struck by how insignificant Humankind really is. And
yet, mildly encouraged by how well such a disparate group of people
were able to get along and produce quite acceptable feats of
construction. A lesson for us all in there I suspect.

Returning to Lasham in early February was a risk. But so far, the
weather has been kind. Dry, bright and cold. The air is slowly acquiring
a spring-like energy. Not long until the soaring season begins then!!

An�� A���ing
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12Supplement your flight training with a Va-Va-Voom experience
by Andy Aveling

Gliding training can be time-hungry and inefficient.  A series
of exercises on the winch launch could take a whole morning.
The extended time period between flights may also affect the
student’s ability to assimilate the information.

So, imagine completing the same exercise within a structured
timeframe.  Imagine having the ability to “stop the clock and reset
the action” for almost any phase of the flight. How about unlimited
repeats until the lesson is learned?

The Falke can do all of this and more.  Though it is not a traditional
glider, its flying characteristics are similar enough. Many gliding
exercises such as circuit planning can even be better illustrated in the

Falke, but note that this type of training wouldn’t replace the
training conducted in a traditional glider.

� Effective and efficient pitch trimming
� Effective “stick & rudder” coordination
� Circuit planning
� Approach and landing
� Winch launch malfunction management
� Aerotow launch malfunction management
� Field landing
� Turbo/self-launch aircraft malfunction during field landing
� Navigation
� General malfunction procedures…for example, jammed or inef-

fective flying controls

The list isn’t exhaustive….but you get the idea?

You might also be unaware that the LGS flight simulator has been
upgraded.  Thank you Sam Cool and Chris Marren for this.

Again, this is a great way of supplementing your flying training.
Especially on the days when the weather precludes normal flying
operations.

So, if any of this appeals, please contact me via email.
flysilently@gmail.com

Sessions in the Falke would be planned for early morning/late evening
so as not to conflict with normal gliding operations.

An�� A���ing
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13Soaring Safaris
by Keith Chandler

I'm going to tell you about an amazing week I've just had at
Dick Bradley’s Soaring Safari’s at New Tempe Airfield South
Africa with a couple of pals.

Over the years I tried gliding in France, Spain, Kenya, Nevada,
Arizona, Florida and the UK. However, I still do not own a glider or
share in any of these places because I wouldn’t use it enough as I am
still gainfully self-employed.  I don’t want to give up work, so I have
the usual weather/work/glider-availability conundrum.

Therefore, I find the best way to satisfy my need for cross-country
soaring is to have a holiday of it somewhere where the weather is
reliable for cross-country flying during the week and for the instructing
at the weekends. Glider availability can then line up with the weather,
work and the domestic needs of Mrs C! Happy Wife Happy Life.

Allan Melmore and I decided to have a soaring holiday in South Africa.
Covid delayed the trip until January 2023. One of the big advantages
of gliding in South Africa is the relatively small difference in time-zone.
After a night flight we drove the 4.5 hours to New Tempe.

We were met Dick Bradley and Shaun Lapworth, who gave us a guided
tour of the facility  and an invitation to dinner at the club that evening.
The accommodation was at the Impa Lala B&B hotel,  10 minutes
down the road.

The well-stocked bar runs on an honesty system with individual bar
books which you pay off at the end of your week, The occasional
evening meals offered were super and just right for hungry pilots at
the end of the day. These group evenings also made for a very
enjoyable social atmosphere and it's surprising how many pilots who
have flown at Lasham you come across that far from home!

There was the usual briefing in the morning about the airfield, airspace
and procedures. This included the “yellow sheep briefing” and if you
want to know more of that find me and I'll tell you. After the South
African CAA paperwork, I had a check-flight in which the ground
features and the window in the Bloemfontein airspace were well
explored.

From then on, everyday took on a routine: be at the airfield at 9:00
o'clock, prepare your glider, then the briefing at 10am where the
previous days flying was projected via SeeYou. The weather for the
current day was discussed in detail by Dick using his 25 years’ plus
experience. Shaun would then demonstrate his enviable knowledge
of how to get the best out of SkySight.

Tasks were set with various options for the broad range of cross-
country experience in the room, with an opportunity to discuss our
selected task in detail with Shaun.

Photos by Alan Melmore/Ian Smith/Keith Chandler



The aerotows in the hot & high (4500ft) environment  are close to the
ground for a considerable time. Some terrain-following is needed to
avoid collision. They are not for the fainthearted. Then its up to you
and off you go into the wild blue yonder, remembering a couple of
fundamental radio calls to be made on the way out and way back.

More often than not the runway in use will have changed and there
will be an airborne queue to land,. Your position in that queue can
change in an instant ,if a someone races back at low level, so you
need your brain in gear and ears open.

The sky shuts down very abruptly about 1700hr. If you are not within
gliding range of New Tempe when it does, it’s going be a land out.
Landing out is not a problem, providing you do the normal field
selection process and you take the advice of Shaun and Dick. The
landable fields are those that have been cultivated) showing up as
rectangular brown patches in a vast green featureless space.

Despite having had this briefing, and I consider myself a good judge
of size as its part of my day-job as a surveyor, I still managed to land
in what I considered to be a reasonable distance of a compound with
four farm-buildings and a nice pond, only to find out once I was on
the ground and started to walk towards the civilization, it was nearly
an hour’s trek through soft sand to get to the buildings and a reliable
cell phone signal. At least I could then establish my location via
“whatthreewords” and a “whatsapp pin drop”.

Unfortunately, my expectations of having a cup of tea and a biscuit
with the farmer while I waited for the retrieve turned to dust when it
quickly became obvious the buildings were all vacant and internally
derelict.  It was nearly a two hour wait for the retrieve crew.

When it gets dark, it gets really dark. We found the glider again in
my field using the lat & long coordinates that I took from the Oudie
at Shaun’s request. It was then the best part of four hours to find the
glider, de-rig in the dark, get the trailer back on the track and drive
home home again down unmade and rutted farm tracks back to
civilisation.

All of this without any grumbling from Shaun and his crew, who where
already rigging and cleaning the glider when we arrived at Soaring
Safari’s the following morning. They just take it in their stride and
treat the whole thing as a normal part of our sport and an extension
to the adventure that is gliding.

So to give you an idea of what I achieved other than a fantastic
experience. On seven consecutive days, I flew 27+ hours, including
two 300 days and two 200 days plus a couple of coaching flights.
There was also one serious 500 attempt that ended up in the field (I
need to fly faster!) and a lazy 150k out and return on the last day.

I can thoroughly recommend the adventure, the organisation, the
weather and the unwavering support of Dick and Shaun, its also really
nice to do it when the weather here in UK is poor.

Soaring Safaris
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New Tempe has more of club atmosphere than Minden, it’s in a better
time zone and its cheaper. Though the nightlife is not as good as
Carson City! Check their web-site for cost details, booking forms and
minimum pilot experience requirements. I can assure you its worth
the effort.

If you want to chat about it, a bit more buy me a cup of tea in the
Brown Elephant or come and find me in the back of K21 at the weekend.

Soaring Safaris
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Deputy Engineer /BGA Inspector

The Society is looking for a Deputy Engineer / BGA Inspector to
augment our in-house aircraft engineering team.

The following attributes are required:
• BGA Glider Inspector: ARC Signatory requiring CAA Part 66 L1/L2

license (or equivalent)
• Current BGA Continuation Training.

The following attributes are desirable but not vital:
• Experience at complex repairs for which Lasham has the CAA

List 1 status.
• Self-Sustaining Sailplane – L2 Part 66 license.
• Self-launching Sailplane & Touring Motor Glider – L2 Part 66

license.
• Wood Repair - formal accreditation or rating, or evidence of

suitable hands-on experience.
• Composite Repair - formal accreditation or rating, or evidence

of suitable hands-on experience.
• Previous experience in a commercial aircraft workshop.

If not already qualified to maintain powered aircraft, be prepared
to work towards the relevant certification to allow tug maintenance
in-house.

Full details of the job are on:

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0118/
6842/files/2022Feb06_-
_LGS_Deputy_Engineer_Job_Description_
Advert.pdf?v=1676164779

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0118/6842/files/2022Feb06_-_LGS_Deputy_Engineer_Job_Description_Advert.pdf?v=1676164779
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0118/6842/files/2022Feb06_-_LGS_Deputy_Engineer_Job_Description_Advert.pdf?v=1676164779
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0118/6842/files/2022Feb06_-_LGS_Deputy_Engineer_Job_Description_Advert.pdf?v=1676164779
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0118/6842/files/2022Feb06_-_LGS_Deputy_Engineer_Job_Description_Advert.pdf?v=1676164779
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0118/6842/files/2022Feb06_-_LGS_Deputy_Engineer_Job_Description_Advert.pdf?v=1676164779


16Aerobatic badge scheme
by Charles Baker

My last article explained the new arrangements for aerobatic
training and I promised a follow up article on the new badge
scheme once it was finalised.

This happened in January and the new regulations can be found at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/laws-rules/sporting-badges-and-
diplomas-requirements/

The problem with the old badge scheme was that it was too difficult.
On average there were fewer than two badges a year awarded above
the Standard (Basic) level. The purpose of the new scheme is to make
aerobatics more accessible. The aim now is simply for the candidate
to demonstrate the figures to a safe standard rather than to achieve
contest-level quality. This has greatly simplified the judging process
so it can be done in the ordinary club environment.

The aerobatic badge has five levels. The first three levels, Standard
(Club), Sports and Intermediate can all be performed in a K21. The
Sports badge covers all the positive-g figures, including humpty-
bumps, quarter clovers and stall turns. It is interesting without being

over challenging. Intermediate is more demanding and introduces the
basic rolling figures. It is the level at which I flew contests for several
years.

The badge test can be supervised by any BGA instructor who is
authorised to teach at that level. The candidate will fly a pre-agreed
sequence and the supervisor will mark it from the ground. He will
award a “good”, “adequate” or “unsatisfactory” mark for each figure.
There is a precise definition of “unsatisfactory” which we need not go
into. Suffice it to say that, like the proverbial elephant, if you see it,
you recognise it.

In summary, the badge test is satisfied if a sequence used in a
previous BAeA competition has been flown safely with all the figures
at a “good” or “adequate” standard and with no breach of the normal
aerobatic operating rules. The only reason to distinguish between
“good” and “adequate” is to provide a measure of feedback to the
candidate.

Rightly, aerobatics will always be a minority interest because soaring
is the heart of our sport. Nevertheless it is an interesting challenge.
I am confident that then new badge scheme will help by providing a
series of targets that can be met with reasonable diligence.

Typical Standard Badge Sequence

While at Lake Keepit, I was shown a program that has been written
by a member here: www.igcspy.com. There is already a number of
applications providing great analysis and insights into the flights and
pilot performance, but they all analyse a single flight at a time.

IGC-SPY provides a comparative analysis between flights performed
the same day at the same location, minimising the impact of weather
and focusing on the pilot performance  It will be very interesting to
use it at the next comp. Highly recommended    JMcC

https://members.gliding.co.uk/laws-rules/sporting-badges-and-diplomas-requirements/
https://members.gliding.co.uk/laws-rules/sporting-badges-and-diplomas-requirements/
www.igcspy.com


17Pilot comfort and safety
by Adrian Emck

Aged 40 years on 10 May 1959, Nick Goodhart flew his Skylark
3 (handicap 77) downwind from Lasham to Portmoak – 579k
in 6hr 23 minutes. His biographers wrote “He didn’t have the
strength to get out of the cockpit without help”

For 13 years now I’ve tried hard to match Nick Goodhart’s Skylark 3
goal record, but in this windy island competitive days are extremely
limited and coupled with the tyranny of airspace restriction, a
closed-circuit flight distance was the only option. It was finally
achieved on 5th August 2022 in my K6e (handicap 81) with a head
wind component on three of the five legs to complete 607km in 9hr
5 minutes. Yet I, a 72 year old, climbed out of the cockpit unassisted
and without any discomfort.
…
Over the following two or three days, I idly wondered, despite what
everyone might expect, why could I get out of the cockpit unassisted

and walk about so easily without any
residual stiffness?

In a nutshell, it was my spine-shell.  It
provides extreme comfort, enabling
long flights to be undertaken, as well as
protecting the spine in a crash. How can
I be sure, though, that this advantage
could apply to every pilot?

There are five reasons:
1. Out of the people I know who have
made a spine-shell, all reported
extreme comfort.
2. Although the current process of
making one is laborious and difficult,
research is underway to find a small
range of sizes that will fit almost
everyone enabling off-the-shelf spine-
shells to be purchased.

3. We already know that uncomfortable pilots fly less.
4. It is, in practice, not feasible to modify the structure of already

existing gliders to make them both more comfortable and safer,
but pilot-removable aids such as safety cushions and spine-
shells are permitted.

5. In the gliding season I fly a lot, but do not put my head in the
sand concerning danger – gliding is twice as dangerous as
sky-diving.

Making a spine-shell
Other people have also made
a spine-shell. Pete Stafford
Alan who moulded his shell on
his Ford Focus seat reported
“Does it work??? Well, I have
just done 9 hours 33 minutes
and 707 kms.....guess which
Saturday? I got out of the
cockpit exhausted but walking
upright. Normally I would
have expected my back to be
stiff and I would have a
pressure bruise from the
parachute on my back. Worse
case, usually when the chute
has been repacked, I would
have expected to be nearly
crippled and stagger around the glider until my back recovered a bit…
The answer has to be a resounding YES. I recommend the shell to all
pilots…”.

Shells are time-consuming and messy to fabricate, you need to be as
skilled as Chris Jones to make your own. At BP Chris builds lab
simulations to test how oil and water flow at 15,000 psi in rocks
kilometres deep.  Chris says, “My first flight with the spine shell was
almost seven hours in duration and saw me completing the silver

(Pic: Mike Mee) On landing,
Adrian celebrating 607k in
9hr 4min with Trish Emck
with a beer reaching four
legged parts other beers
don’t reach…



badge, gold distance and diamond goal, I felt
comfortable to the very end - quite a
revelation since all my previous flights had
ended after a couple of hours with discomfort,
pins & needles and numbness in my legs.”

This is significant as lower limb discomfort
was the most important area of cockpit
discomfort the Lasham pilot survey reported.
An uncomfortable cockpit is an unsafe cockpit.

A wider demand for a spine-shell certainly
exists. For example, an email sent on 20
December 2002 to the BGA said, "Sir, I just
received the last S&G, and the great article
about "Sitting Comfortably?" was a big
welcome. I have a similar problem, in serious
long flights I always start having problems,
up to a point that I was not able to walk
properly one time, but I was 700km from the
airport I departed... Plus to the whole time
and expense and investment of the safari I
was making. So I flew anyway, but it was no
pleasure and I totally agree with the article's
line of thought.  Specifically I was in the
border of Brazil with Bolivia, unable to bend,
and walking like a very, very old person 100
years old, and this day I had a head wind for

the whole of the flight -not a very nice weather, and so on. I don't
want to elongate my story, but I certainly want more information
including references and guidance to build my shell. I will anxiously
wait for your details.”

Although the current process of making one is laborious and difficult,
research is underway to find a small range of sizes that will fit almost
everyone enabling off-the-shelf spine-shells to be purchased.

Pilots driven to make a self-build shell don’t often get it right at their
first attempt and variations on a theme are the norm. The laborious
self-build is the only option currently available because shell spine
protectors retailed in other dangerous sports are not designed to be
sat on and lack critical seat support.  As there is no such thing as an
average-sized pilot how do we provide a range of sizes?

A few people have tried to find something pre-manufactured that
might work as a spine-shell. Here’s an example, where Mike Truelove
tried converting a prone bike seat into a spine-shell.

Research on standard-sizes of spine shells
Universities are interested to discover the feasibility of manufacturing
a spine-shell by using digital measurements, and anthropometric data
taking into account the cockpit design as well as the pilot’s anatomy.
Spine-shells could then be produced in standard sizes at affordable
prices, avoiding bespoke moulding for each pilot and the uncertainty
of homemade construction.

At Nottingham Trent University, supervised by Professor Neil
Mansfield, Grace Bowcott designed and fabricated a carbon fibre
spine-shell. She used anthropometric data from a database and then

Pilot comfort and safety
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Pic: Adrian Emck
Lasham pilot Chris
Jones with the spine-
shell he moulded in
May 2022 using GRP
sitting on his BMW seat
adjusted to replicate
the cockpit sitting
angle.

(Pics: Mike Truelove) A converted a prone bike seat for his glider
cockpit. Carbon fibre shell £120 & his sheepskin + the back view of
his “armoured sheep”



constructed a carbon-fibre spine-
shell based on this that took
account of the cockpits that she
scanned. (Project support for
Grace from Chris Davison,
Buckminster GC, Saltby, and
Colin Jackson, Lasham, and self).

At her own initiative, pilot Ava
Udwadia based at Cotswold GC
has taken up the challenge. Her
Loughborough University project
on the topic of glider cockpit
ergonomics will determine if it is
feasible to define a small set of
sizes of spine-shell that would
comfortably fit approximately
85% of the UK pilot population.
Furthermore, if this is feasible, to
determine the key anthro-
pometric data that adequately
describes each size (t Supervisor:

Dr Rebecca Grant. Project sponsors: Colin Jackson and Adrian Emck).

Uncomfortable pilots fly less
We already know that uncomfortable pilots fly less, so effort spent
making cockpit spaces comfortable and safe would be cost-effective.
Way back in 2009, in a paper published in Technical Soaring entitled
“An Informal Survey of Flying Comfort of Glider Pilots: Some Obser-
vations Concerning Pilot Discomfort Generated by Glider Cockpits”,
there were strong indications that very comfortable pilots flew signif-
icantly more hours than others. This is shown in Figure 8 from that
paper.

It is not feasible to modify existing gliders
Glider pilots probably do not realise the costly hoops that
manufacturers have to go through to certify their glider designs with
the regulatory authorities. If you or a manufacturer modifies a design,
the glider needs to be re-certified. This costs a fortune. It is one of
the reasons why older gliders with obvious shortcomings in their
crashworthiness do not get upgraded.

What you can do, thankfully, is to provide increased safety to any
glider by using non-permanent, pilot-removable aids such as safety
cushions and spine-shells. The regulations allow this.

Do not put my head in the sand concerning danger
You have probably read somewhere or heard at the bar that the most
dangerous activity in gliding is the drive to and from the airfield. This
turns out to be total nonsense. A very thorough paper by Tijl
Schmelzer makes a detailed analysis of all sorts of potentially
dangerous activities based on hard data. It turns out that, in terms
of likely fatalities, a glider flight over flat land is twice as dangerous
as a single sky-diving jump.

As I fly a lot, I am well aware of the need to protect myself, in
particular my spine, should an accident occur. Motorcyclists can do
this and I want to be included too. Not only is the spine-shell
comfortable, it protects my spine from hyperflexion should the worst
occur.  By the way, per kilometre, a car journey is 529 times less
dangerous in terms of fatalities than a glider flight.

In a glider crash, where the risk of a spinal injury is elevated because
of the cockpit seating position, it is essential that the spine retains its
normal curvature to tolerate its age-related load limit. ”As we age,
the ability of the spine to successfully absorb the shocks of a heavy
landing is dramatically reduced.”  By wearing a spine-shell I am at
least trying to get my head out of the sand!

Pilot comfort and safety
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(Pic:Adrian Emck) Biomedical
engineering student Grace Bowcott
and supervisor Prof Neil Mansfield
at Nottingham Trent University



20The Keepit Experience
By John McCullagh

After editing Michael Birch’s article about Lake Keepit in the
previous issue of this magazine, I looked outside at the rain
and pondered the prospect of a long winter, and thought “Stuff
it!  I am going there again!”.

First, the practicalities
After a mind-numbing
flight to Tamworth via
Sydney, Bob Johnson
was waiting for me at the
airport. A short diversion
via the Woolworths
supermarket for supplies
was followed by a 40
miles drive to the club.

You have to bear in mind
that even the nearest
town, Gunnedah, is 30
miles away, so you have
to stock up. A 4x4 is
available for occasional
use by the members, so
you don’t need to rent a
car. An afternoon’s sleep,

an early night and bright morning sunshine eliminated the jet lag.

The cabin had air-conditioning with a fridge, crisp sheets, towel and
a walk-in shower. There are three large communal washing machines,
so you can pack light. The club-house has a well-equipped kitchen
provides space in the four large fridges for most of your food. There
are two microwave ovens for the culinary-challenged.  I estimated
that a double-door fridge contained 330 bottles of beer and 66 cans,
and then some more arrived!  A separate cupboard had about 90
bottles of wine! This is self-service.

The experience
People have some misconceptions about gliding in Australia. In fact,
Lake Keepit is in the middle of the farming country in northern New
South Wales. There is a choice of huge fields far into the distance.
Though some of the land is snooker-table flat, Mount Kaputar is higher
than Ben Nevis. But as you might expect, temperatures in February
are often in the mid-thirties. As a result cloud-bases of 9,000ft
happened several times and 10kt on the averager is not unusual.

The airfield is massive and exclusively used by gliders. Very
occasionally they use a winch, but normally launching is by aerotow.
All the tug-pilots were happy to use high-tow, but the norm is low-tow.

There are about 200 grey kangaroos in the
vicinity. They often move on the the airfield
in the early evening and have to be chased
off, if gliders are due to land. Picture: Val
Phillips

Despite the Cu, the queue eventually totalled only four gliders. It
was mid-week and so a 9,000ft cloud-base did not tempt the locals



I had two long coaching
flights in the club’s Duo
Discus with Allan Barnes,
who is an Australian Team
member. I wish I had had
those flights years ago as
he quickly picked up on all
the sloppy habits that I
have developed over the
years from flying mainly
solo. He then lent me his
LS8 for my stay, as there
was a shortage of
serviceable club single-
seaters at the time.

Michael Birch then
checked me out, so I was
soon free to go cross-

country.  I won’t bore you with details of the flights, except to say I
was faced with an infinity of perfect fluffy white clouds day after day,
which provided strong lift most of the time. Well over 100km/hr in a
Standard-class glider is easy. Having said that, non-functioning Aussie
clouds seem to fool you better than honest British clouds.

Once, when the same weather forecast would have prompted a grid
of 100 gliders at Lasham, four gliders went cross-country, including
one who did 530km in an Astir. However, it is wasn’t quite good
enough for most Australians, who are quite choosy!

I soon realised that I was joining, not so much a club, as a community.
Everyone knows everyone, which is a great contrast to Lasham. Add
some beers to a bunch of Australians round a table outside on a warm
summer’s evening, and you are soon having a whale of a time with

fifteen close friends that you didn’t have the day before. Banter is
taken to a level that could be in the next Olympics.

The culture is based on sharing. As you drink your cold beer after a
long flight, various nibbles suddenly appear. If you run out of
something, you are quickly offered a replacement. Because the airfield
is isolated and because a code has to be input to get into the Keepit
Park, the whole site is safe. No-one locks doors or hangars. It isn’t
quite a hippy commune, because everyone keeps the kitchen clean,
clears the empties and puts crockery back in the cupboards from the
dishwasher.

Before you book, do some
budgeting about the costs. The
major costs are the air-fare, glider
hire, accommodation, Gliding
Federation & club membership
fees and launch costs. Obviously
food is a cost wherever you are,
but the other costs mean that is
definitely not a cheap holiday! You
can see who else has booked on
https://keepitsoaring.com/

I have a slight concern that this
article will be too successful in
promoting Lake Keepit. If more
than two or three of you want to
come at the same time to Australia
next winter, would the rest please
go to Benalla to prevent spoiling a
gliding paradise here!

The Keepit experience
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Christened the “Last Night of the Poms”
by the locals. L-r Bob Johnson, John
McCullagh, Mike Birch, Pete Richie, Val
Phillips, Simon Harding

Dinner at the Carroll Gap
Farmhouse

https://keepitsoaring.com/


22Junior Development Squad

Introducing the Junior
Development Squad for 2023!

The following members of Lasham
have been selected for the Junior
Development Squad:

George Downing
George White
Toby Freeland
Henry Inigo-Jones
Peter Freeland
Tom Chapman

The squad takes the next
generation of pilots and develops
them to ensure the success of the
Junior British Team on the
international stage.

The Junior Development Squad
aims to develop the pilots through
online training through the winter
and training camps with expert
coaches, gaining plenty of insight
into competition flying.

The squad will once again travel to
Issoudun, France for their annual
training week, putting the learning
into practice at the Issoudun
International competition the
following week.



23Ralph Hooper
by Bob Pirie

Ralph Spenser Hooper (30 January 1926 – 12 December 2022)
Jump jet trailblazer and Lashamite

Every wondered what the
dainty Slingsby Kite 2b glider
in the Gliding Heritage Centre
and the more famous – and
certainly noisier - Harrier jump
jet have in common? Probably
not.

But all will be revealed with a
glimpse into the life of Ralph
Hooper OBE, FREng, DCAe,
CEng, FRAeS, a Life Member
of Lasham Gliding Society and
one-time member of the

Vintage Glider Club, who died recently aged 96. He was the second
to last of the people who moved the Surrey Gliding Club from Redhill
to Lasham in 1951 (Hugo Trotter is still with us).

For more than 70 years Lasham has been the gliding ‘home’ for
countless enthusiasts of all ages and from various walks of life,
including several eminent – but modest – trailblazers, of whom Ralph
Spencer Hooper was one of the most significant.

From the age of 15, he served an apprenticeship with the Blackburn
Aviation Company before taking night classes to study technical
drawing, mechanics and design. He was awarded a diploma in
aeronautics at University College Hull. He was part of the first intake
at Cranfield College of Aeronautics, graduating in 1948. There, he
went solo in a Tiger Moth after tuition after four hours and twenty
minutes.

Ralph was one of the UK’s most innovative aeronautical engineers.
He will always be remembered as the person who married the Pegasus

jet engine to the Hawker P1127 airframe, in the process creating the
Hawker Harrier – the world’s first successful, operational fixed wing
V/STOL (vertical and/or short take-off and landing) aircraft. Also, as
Deputy Director of British Aerospace at Kingston-upon-Thames, he
led the team which created the Hawk trainer – still displayed by the
Red Arrows.

Over 800 Harriers were built. Many of the Harriers built for the US
Marine Corps are still in use today. The Bae Hawk is still in production.
Over 1000 examples of its many versions have been made.

Professionally, Ralph divided his time between Hawker’s HQ at
Kingston and the company’s aerodrome at Dunsfold, sharing an
interest in gliding with Bill Bedford, the company’s chief test pilot. On
a Saturday morning, after a ‘meeting’ with the test pilots in the Three
Compasses pub at Alfold, Ralph would head off to Lasham where, in
the early 1950s along with the late Frank Irving and a couple of other
syndicate members, he flew and was involved in extensively modifying
a Kite 2, which became the Kite 2b (there only ever was one).

In 1957 Frank and Ralph both upgraded to Skylark 3s, and the Kite
was sold to a Dunstable syndicate. However, some years later they,
along with Bill Tonkyn, bought it back to Lasham and between 1992
and 1994 restored it to its current state. Ralph flew it post-restoration.
Known throughout the vintage world as the ‘Red Kite’, the glider is
now owned by another syndicate led by Glyn Bradney, and is displayed
in the GHC Museum.

As well as being a keen glider pilot, Ralph enjoyed skiing. Each year
he and fellow club member David Scallon, who occupied a cottage
just north of the airfield, would spend several weeks taking an
air-touring holiday on the continent.

Few present day Lashamites will have known Ralph Hooper, but his
achievements were amazing, his modesty was exemplary, and



hopefully any young, aspiring aeronautical engineers who read this
little article will be inspired by his life.

A final word from Graham Garnett, co-ordinator of Lasham’s Catch-Up
group of older members: “After giving up flying, Ralph was often seen
propping up the bar on a Saturday lunchtime sharing a bottle of white
wine with other Lasham ‘greats’ in a similar post-retirement phase;
people like Ann Welch, Bill Tonkyn, Frank Irving, Wally Kahn and
several others. It is quite touching the way such ‘oldies’ are always
willing to impart their wisdom to youngsters who pause and have a
chat with them.”

Ralph Hooper
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Left to right: Mike Neale, Hugo Trotter, David Ince, Wally Kahn,
Bobby Cole, Ralph Hooper.

Grimshaw’s trestle (above)

Lasham’s updated simulator (below)



25Advisory 30: Rigging horror
by Ebenezer Grimshaw

Ebenezer Grimshaw details yet another dark side to gliding

It’s a gliding club bar… late afternoon. You know the scene. The bar
has just opened and the place is swelling with enthusiastic murmur
as club-mates and the odd guest gradually filter in to form little clumps
of people busily discussing the gliding day… who went where... who
had to land out… where the sea-breeze front got to… who nearly got
caught out by it. And so on.

Suddenly a figure appears in the doorway… most likely an older chap
or possibly a much younger one. The silhouette surveys the scene
hopefully. Then it speaks:
“I say chaps… can anyone give me a hand with my Skylark?”

Suddenly there is a blur of motion… people suddenly need the loo…
or have to discuss something urgent with the receptionist. They
remember things they left in the car… or in the hangar. Soon there
are only a few old men left… maybe one or two disabled folk, a
thin-looking woman and two children. Everyone else has mysteriously
vanished.

The fact is that the phrase “Can anyone give me a hand with the
Skylark?” is the best way of emptying a gliding club bar that I know
of. Because most glider pilots of venerability know a thing or two
about Skylarks. They remember rotating the wing pins back and forth
to get the long tip sections off with the special handles… that’s
perfectly straightforward and not too much trouble. Three people can
do it easily. Two if they’re very solid and experienced. And if you put

the trestles in the right place. Skylarks had self-connecting ailerons
long before the whole self-connecting controls thing became de rigeur.
So it’s not this that worries people… it’s the dreaded wing centre-
section!

Skylark centre sections are notorious. Not because there’s anything
technically difficult about them… it’s just the terrible weight! Ideally
you need five people for this job, four of whom should be new to
gliding, fairly strong in the arm and thick in the head. Because it isn’t
the actual lifting that’s really the problem.

It’s that they have to keep it lifted whilst the chap-in-charge
(presumably the pilot) shouts “Left a bit… no that’s too much… can
you come back half an inch… and forward slightly… no that’s way too
far… back a tad… left just a sixteenth of an inch… can we twist round
just a bit? No… the other way. NOW forward a fraction...“ and so on.

De-rigging is vastly preferable to rigging because all you have to do
is lift the monstrous weight off the rigging lugs then carry the whole
thing forward over the nose into the trailer. You mustn’t tire and let
it drop the instant you pass the canopy or you’ll knock off any
nose-mounted pitot tube.

The big problem is the other way round… rigging the blasted thing
from the trailer. Because unless you get the mounting lugs on the
underside of the heavy centre section precisely over the centre of the
mounting lugs on the fuselage top you’re going to be left holding that
stupendous weight up endlessly until you do. And no-one holding the
unit is able to see where it has to go.

Four people can, with patience and determination, continue to hold
the centre section up whilst the chap in charge shouts and raves. With
only two people, it’s a race against time and inevitable collapse of the
arms. Experienced glider pilots of the Old School know this. That’s
why the bar empties so quickly. And that’s why you need you need



younger, more naïve, less experienced ‘Pop-Eye’ types. With strong
arms.

I hate to say it but all these kinds of problems tend to be far worse
with vintage machines. It’s taken the gliding movement many decades
to slowly get the hang of making rigging technically feasible without
emptying bars or disabling too many aeronauts. Just look at the
trailers. In days of yore tall flyers had to back into ‘tunnel’ trailers
with their heads lowered and backs bent over, carrying a heavy wing
carefully and locking it into some obscure piece of trailer fitting which
they couldn’t see. Because tunnels tend to be dark!

Vintage trailers are still like this of course. But whatever the age of
your aircraft, under no circumstances must you EVER drop a piece of
glider that you happen to be carrying. Eternal damnation awaits you
if you do. Doesn’t matter how wet or slippery or awkward your piece
of glider might be. DO NOT DROP IT.

It’s far better to be crippled for life than to drop your precious load.
You are replaceable… the glider isn’t. Now you understand why gliding
is so welcoming to disabled people. You see now why our members
with wheelchairs and crutches carry their heads high. They may be a
shadow of the person they once were… but they never dropped
anything and everyone knows it!

Modern trailers cheat. Outrageously. For the wealthy there are
outrageous one-man rigging aids. But even without these, no-one
flying a Ventus or a Discus has to reverse-in to the trailer doubled-up
in the dark. Instead the whole trailer top lifts up and you can easily
see where everything goes.

You simply walk in, quite erect, and lock things into the right place
without the slightest arm, foot or spinal hazard.

There’s a technique to it all of course. Duralumin runners cunningly
slide out into a ramp to take the fuselage dolly. Wing roots pivot on

handy sliding lugs. There’ll be a way to crank the nose up or down to
the right height before you move it. No short cuts. No instruction
books. You just have to learn the routine by watching and closely
observing those with money. And then offering to actually do it
yourself. It’s the only way.

But interestingly, the ‘halfway house’ in glider design still has some
booby traps. Perfectly good fibreglass machines designed 40-
something years ago can still catch you out. The easy mis-rigging of
early Cirrus elevators is well-known and potentially fatal. So is the
unusual main screw pin in Bocians and Fokas. You cannot rig a glider
casually. You need to know exactly what you’re doing.

I heard of a gung-ho instructor at our club who decided to make the
best use of a wet training day by herding his flock into the hangar.
“Right you lot” he announced “Instead of moping about in the
clubhouse we’re going to learn how to de-rig an Astir... and then put
it back together again.”

Well he de-rigged it all right but the story goes that he spent most of
the afternoon trying to put it back together. It’s not an uncommon
tale… there’s a certain technique with Astir wings. You have to insert
them in the right order… left first… or was it right? Anyway hold the
second wing back a critical half-inch until you’ve got the round locating
lugs and rings lined up perfectly.

These lug-rings are alive. You only have to look at them in the wrong
way and they move out of alignment.  But if you ever do get the
b*st*rds to line  up perfectly… then… and only then… do you shove
the second wing in fully home. To secure it all there’s a couple of
scary-looking bayonet fittings that never lock fully all the way round.
They just rotate halfway and then stop. It’s all rather alarming.

Our Astirs are left fully rigged in the hangar and I flew them for ages
without ever worrying about any of this. I nearly died when I
eventually found out what held the wings on! Even today, a sadder
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and a wiser man, I am still totally unable to get Grob’s own
‘hotelier’-type connectors on to the control rods for ailerons and
air-brakes.

The trouble is you can’t see what you’re doing. You can peer in to the
inspection hole with a good torch… of course you can. You can see
what needs doing… the cunning little release catch on the connector
can just be seen. But to carry out the action you have to shove your
hand into the inspection hole… and unless you have a transparent
wrist… well it’s all done by ‘feel’ only. Put it this way… I have ripped
my nails and the skin on my thumb. I have sprained my thumb and
forefinger. I have sweated and cut my hand and shed blood. But I
have never yet succeeded in connecting the blasted things. Only in
disconnecting them.

A wonderful thing about vintage machines is the kit so creatively
designed to fit their bits into their tunnel trailers. Rarely do two
machines have the same arrangement. Our Skylark fuselage has a
fantastically complex offset bracket to locate on to the wing lugs and
then slide a movable rectangular piece of metal into a long channel
running half the length of the trailer on the right-hand side of the roof.

Get the assembly right and the fuselage rolls into the trailer held
upright and secure… even locks into place at the end of the run…
brilliant!  Get it wrong and you’ll be sitting there for hours trying to
figure it out. No-one outside Mensa with an IQ of less than 150 would
have a hope in hell of analysing the 3-dimensional possibilities of
what’s supposed to happen if you hadn’t already seen it done.

And a final warning about vintage machines: Some of them can
dismember you even when you’ve rigged them correctly. Several
types… the Bocian for instance… have a tiny hole in the wingtip just
the perfect size for inserting a human finger.

These holes are in the perfect place for a wing-runner to discover after
they’ve picked up the wingtip. It’s almost automatic. Oh look… a nice

smooth, round, finger-sized hole right where my finger just happens
to be! Of course you insert a digit… anyone would… without even
thinking! But woe unto you… and thrice woe… if you find yourself
belting along on a rapidly-accelerating launch. This is not the time to
discover that to get your finger out of the hole you need to be just
that bit further forward…

I’ve no idea how many wing runners we’ve lost that way. All I know
is that these days tie-down arrangements are done differently!
But I hate to leave you on an alarmist note. I can proudly announce
that there is now, thanks to Grimshaw, a whole new two-man way of
rigging Skylark centre sections. So folks, this is how I can, at last,
make the Grimshaw fortune… the mass-production of Skylark
centre-section adjustable rigging trestles! Don’t all rush…
Strange but true. As always
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(all lists are alphabetical. Some posts are part-time)
Committee of Management
Nick Hoare
Nigel Mallender
Patrick Naegeli (Chairman)
Alix Pentecost
Ginny Pringle
Gary Pullen (Vice-chairman)

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Hon Treasurer
John McCullagh

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)
Jordan Bridge (DCFI)
Sam Coole (Staff instructor)
Kevin Burns (Staff instructor)

Office staff
Sonia Evans (Accountant)
Sharon Farr
Nathalie Fordham (part-time)
Angela McVie
Vicky Rowsell (part-time)
Sharon White

Workshop
John Brooke (Part time)
David Bullock (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Serena Lambre (Assistant)
Tim Pearson (Engineer)

Cleaners
Keith & Barbara Chiverton

Facilities and winch
Patrick Clear (Winch driver)
Colin Currie (Facilities Manager)
Mateusz “Mat” Gocek (Workshop fitter)
Paul Haliday (Winch driver)
Andrew McCaulsland  (Winch driver)
Paul Osborne (Groundsman)
Gary Pullen (Part-time facilities)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Abi Buckland “The Flight Deck” Restaurant
07850 166393

Jaison Beeson “51 Degrees North” Bar
07585-954578

Other roles
Vacant (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Watt (Airspace)
Henry Freeborn (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravans - Jill Atkinson
Competitions - Christine Bullimore
Flying - Colin Watt

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust
Donations to make Lasham even better. The
trustees are: Graham Garnett, Nigel Mallender,
and the Society’s chairman.
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